Bisk

Contact person: Jay Fleitz-800-874-7877 ext4026 (joseph-fleitz@bisk.com

Website: www.cpaexam.com
Online Content: Yes

Formats:
DVD/Audio CD: Yes-Software and Audio CD that can be downloaded to MP3 or IPod
Books & Audio CDs: Yes
Software License: Academic Site License-2 Versions(Campus - Free Version-Student buys books) B. Campus Pro (presented on an online website. Version 3 for Professors to use in class.

Traditional Classroom: Yes-Certain locations-up to 3rd party-ASM could host use ASM faculty and Bisk could assist with a curriculum
Location: Online or ASM could host

Campus Representative: No, have National Acct manager, No student rep but would like to have one.

Material Is Updated: Yes-Every October--Software is updated every quarter but mainly for taking care of software bugs and problems. Online lecture is updated every quarter.

Faculty Mentor: Yes-Done at students pace only with online review. Students have access to a professor. Bisk mentor assists with structure and preparing for exam.

Local Support: No

Costs: Online Review $1485 student price Retail price $1980--Books and software $499 and retail $695Refer to Order form--Online CPA Review partnership done online and administered by Bisk and schools gets a royalty
Payment Plan: Online only pay in 2 to 6 payments of equal amounts
Discounts: Students, State Societies and Firms like KPMG

Pass/Money Back Guarantee: Yes- Applies to online and software-Return money-back guarantee form 2nd Answer all multiple choice questions correctly one time-spend more than 1 minute on questions. Money back or Retake the online for the particular section. If software they will update material.
Pass Rates: None-students use combination of reviews no surveys are done.